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AI artificial intelligence  

AI-US-CT ultrasound computed tomography with artificial intelligence 

ANNA/C-TRUS artificial neural network analysis/computerized transrectal ultrasound 

ASR age-standardized rates 

BPH benign prostatic hyperplasia 

DRE digital rectal examination 

f/t PSA free/total PSA ratio 

GS Gleason Score 

IGRT image-guided radiotherapy 

IPSS International Prostate Symptom Score 

ISUP International Society of Urological Pathology 

LUTS lower urinary tract symptoms 

mpMRI multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging 

PAE prostate adenoma enucleation 

PCa Prostate cancer 

PI-RADS Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System 

PSA prostate-specific antigen 

PSAD PSA density 

PSAV PSA velocity 

PZ peripheral zone 

RCT randomized controlled trial 

ROI region of interest 

RP radical prostatectomy 

SOP standard operating procedure 

TRUS transrectal ultrasound 

TURP transurethral resection of the prostate 

US ultrasound
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The prostate is a compound tubulo-alveolar endocrine and exocrine gland, normally 

chestnut-sized, in the male reproductive system. The most important function of the prostate 

is to produce and secrete a slightly alkaline fluid that constitutes approximately 30% of the 

ejaculatory volume [1]. The smallest structural components of the gland, the prostatic acini, 

are surrounded by a basement membrane which separates the secretory epithelial cells from 

the surrounding structures. Abnormal proliferation of cells through the basement membrane 

leads to prostate cancer (PCa) [2]. 

 

PCa is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer and the fifth (the second in Germany) 

leading cause of cancer mortality in men [3]. In 2012 alone, an estimated number of 1.1 

million men were diagnosed with PCa globally, thus representing a substantial public health 

burden [4]. The incidence of PCa diagnosis varies widely between different geographical 

areas, being low in Eastern and South-Central Asia (age-standardized rates [ASR] per 100,000 

of 10.5 and 4.5, respectively), while being high in Australia/New Zealand and Northern 

America (ASRs 111.6 and 97.2), and in Western and Northern Europe (ASRs 94.9 and 85), 

mainly due to the aging population and the application of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 

testing [4, 5]. 

 

Early stage PCa is generally asymptomatic, and the suspicion is often raised on the basis of 

serum PSA level and/or digital rectal examination (DRE) and/or prostate imaging [6]. 

However, it has always been challenging to determine a reliable serum PSA cutoff that can 

indicate the presence of PCa, because serum PSA is an organ-specific biomarker rather than 

being tumor-specific, which may also be elevated in prostatitis, benign prostatic hyperplasia 

(BPH) and other non-malignant conditions [7]. Similarly, neither the other two predictors 

(abnormal lumps by DRE and/or suspicious imaging) alone can confirm the early diagnosis 

[8]. 
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At present, the only definitive approach to confirm or rule out PCa before prostatic operations 

(e.g. radical prostatectomy [RP], transurethral resection of the prostate [TURP]) depends on 

histopathological verification of samples in prostate biopsy cores, which means removal of 

prostate tissues from several pre-determined sites within the gland utilizing a spring-driven 

biopsy gun with a thin, hollow needle. Current guidelines recommend ultrasound (US) guided 

ten to twelve cores systematic biopsy via transrectal or transperineal approach as the standard 

of care [6, 9, 10]. However, random systematic biopsies have nothing to do with specific 

targeting on cancerous tissues. Studies have indicated that initial biopsies by these 

non-targeted methods fail to detect PCa in 21–47% of patients and 20–60% of 

morphologically suspicious US lesions prove to be benign [11–14]. The interpretation of the 

TRUS images is subjective and varies dramatically by examiners’ experience. These 

disadvantages of systematic biopsy necessitate the further development of targeted biopsies 

guided by different imaging modalities. 

 

Due to technology developments, there is nowadays more information available for specific 

diagnosis interpretation of PCa. Advances have been made in multiparametric magnetic 

resonance imaging (mpMRI) and US based technologies [15–18]. To overcome the 

difficulties of cognitive correlation of cross-sectional suspicious areas, fusion biopsies were 

facilitated to target lesions, which are visible on an external imaging modality (e.g. mpMRI), 

under US guidance. However, controversy still remains on the accuracy of true targeting 

lesions which is susceptible to factors such as prostate displacements occurred in the 

time-consuming fusion process and variation of mpMRI results due to inter-reader subjective 

interpretation. One modern innovative approach that utilizes direct targeting of the transrectal 

ultrasound (TRUS) detected lesions is artificial neural network analysis/computerized TRUS 

(ANNA/C-TRUS) [19] and it has opened a new way of objective image interpretation of the 

prostate with guideline recommended TRUS biopsy method. In Campbell-Walsh Urology 

10th Edition it is highlighted: 
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Artificial neural networks are another potential way to enhance TRUS images and identify 

malignant foci. Investigational automated image analysis, including pattern recognition and 

artificial neural networks applied to TRUS images, may successfully identify lesions that 

cannot be seen by the human eye. 

 

This sophisticated artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm was established upon a large series of 

accurately correlated fusion between TRUS imaging and pathological findings on RP 

specimens [20]. Preoperative gray-scale TRUS transverse images were obtained (Fig. 1a) and 

digitalized to generate subvisual image information (Fig. 2). Postoperative pathologically 

review-and-marked whole-mount sections were also scanned as digital files (Fig. 1b), 

virtually overlaid on the corresponding TRUS images by utilizing computerized “transparent 

projection”. All sectioned benign regions, low-grade (Gleason grade 1–3) and high-grade 

(Gleason grade 4–5) cancers on pathology were correlated with their own characteristics of 

US signal, disregarding echogenicity (Fig. 1c). The computer-generated, pathologically 

confirmed numeric descriptor data were then used to train ANNA (Fig. 2). Set-up of artificial 

neural network enabled ANNA/C-TRUS to detect and mark cancer-suspicious areas upon the 

conventional TRUS image (Fig. 1d). Over the last decade, ANNA/C-TRUS was utilized for 

targeted biopsy in multiple hospitals in Germany, France, Sweden, Norway, Austria, Poland 

and China, and has been a routine way to guide prostate biopsy for patients and also applied 

as ultrasound computed tomography with AI (AI-US-CT) in everyday clinical practice in our 

institution (Department of Urology, Diakonissen Hospital, Flensburg) [21–24]. 
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Fig. 1 Depiction of ANNA/C-TRUS (Adopted from [20] with the permission of the publisher: license 

number 4766010750152). (a) Transverse TRUS image of the prostate. (b) Pathologic 

whole-mount transverse section of the prostate (same cross-section as Fig. 1a). (c) Transparent 

projection of pathology slice and TRUS image. (d) ANNA result for image shown in Fig. 1a. Red 

boxes mark cancer-suspicious areas for targeted biopsy. 
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Fig. 2 Diagram of the artificial neural network used for ANNA (Adopted from [20] with the permission of 

the publisher: license number 4766010750152). The input neurons are weighted by the hidden network 

neurons so that the best output results are generated. 

 

To translate any image-based biopsy modality into application, it needs to be ascertained that 

the regions marked as cancer-suspicious truly represent the corresponding areas of the 

prostate. Furthermore, to reliably implement “Trend Monitoring”, which means monitor 

changes in prostate tissue over time, it is essential to identify the same cross-sections at 

different time intervals. However, continuous assessment of a certain cross-section of the 

prostate and re-location of the same suspicious lesions in a longitudinal observation constitute 

the main challenge during the monitoring as well as the fusion process for targeted biopsies 

with other imaging techniques, these dilemmas may cause direct influence on predicting 

outcomes and deciding re-biopsy or treatment switching timing for patients under active 

surveillance [25]. 

 

In this approach the question was tried to be answered: is there a practical solution for the 

aforementioned difficulties, based on the existing medical facilities and methods? Fiducial 
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markers surgically implanted in prostate (Fig. 3) prior to image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) 

for PCa are an excellent surrogate for prostate position, enabling precise treatment delivery 

and minimizing the radiation dose to the surrounding organs [26]. Applications of these 

artificial landmarks as a location method inspired us to put forward the hypothesis: natural 

findings in the prostate such as e.g. calcifications or cysts, which are TRUS-identifiable, could 

also possibly be taken as the anchor points to facilitate exact imaging correlation and target 

biopsies precisely. As shown previously in figure 1c, during the development process of 

ANNA/C-TRUS, cystic dilated glands or other distinguishing marks were utilized in 

“transparent projection” for confirming lesion location and accurate pathology/TRUS fusion 

(“Internal Fusion”), this “landmark technique” allowing for circa 2 mm accuracy in 

correlation [20]. But how would these landmarks within the prostate gland, termed as 

“Internal Landmarks”, perform in long-term clinical practices, even up to ten years? 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 TRUS image of fiducial markers (“gold seeds”) utilized in IGRT for PCa treatment. 
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Therefore, the objectives of the current study were: 

 

(1) verify the feasibility of Internal Landmarks in assistance for Trend Monitoring and 

targeted biopsy by ANNA/C-TRUS through an observation of the routine clinical practice in 

our institution; 

(2) find out which specific kind of Internal Landmarks are the most representative to be 

applied; 

(3) formally document the methodology of Internal Fusion and the standard operating 

procedure (SOP) of AI-US-CT for urologists. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1. Landmarks validation in vitro 

 

Before the study in vivo, the functionality of Internal Landmarks for TRUS images 

correlation was verified in a simulation setting in vitro. The purpose of this preliminary 

verification was also to further familiarize the operators with the imaging approaches which 

would later be carried out. An US phantom (CIRS Model 053, Computerized Imaging 

Reference Systems, Inc, USA) was utilized to simulate the real prostate and relevant anatomy 

(Fig. 4). Firstly, one cross-section of the phantom including fixed size artificial anchor points 

(Internal Landmarks) was selected and corresponding TRUS image was obtained on the first 

US equipment (Pro Focus 2202 system, 8808 transducer, B-K Medical, Denmark) (Fig. 5a). 

Subsequently, two urologists in our institution tried to re-identify the previously viewed 

cross-section according to transversal and longitudinal correlation of the immobile Internal 

Landmarks, respectively on other three different models of US instruments, at different times 

(Fig. 5b–d): 

 

(1) Viking 2400 system, 8808 transducer, B-K Medical, Denmark 

(2) Pro Focus 2202 system, 8818 transducer, B-K Medical, Denmark 

(3) bk5000 system, E14C4t transducer, B-K Medical, Denmark 
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Fig. 4 Ultrasound prostate phantom utilized for the preliminary verification in vitro. (a) Top view. (b) Side 

view. 
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Fig. 5 Validation of Internal Landmarks (bubbles) in prostate phantom by different ultrasound 

equipment with respective parameter settings. (a) Pro Focus 2202, transducer 8808 at 8 MHz. (b) 

Viking 2400, transducer 8808 at 8 MHz. (c) Pro Focus 2202, transducer 8818 at 12 MHz. (d) bk5000, 

transducer E14C4t at 9 MHz. 

 

Finally, the number of total TRUS images and the number of TRUS images which could be 

re-identified on the basis of Internal Landmarks were recorded for calculation of the 

correlation rate. 

 

2.2. Landmarks study in vivo 

 

2.2.1. Landmarks in single AI-US-CT session 
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When inspecting through the prostate under TRUS, distinguishing findings such as 

calcifications, cysts, and zonal anatomy, were naturally considered to be ideal candidates for 

Internal Landmarks. These anchor points determined in the first AI-US-CT session are 

essential for TRUS images correlation in the following sessions in future, thus it needs firstly 

to be verified that they were reproducible to be identified in a single session. The operator 

chose a specific cross-section of the prostate including Internal Landmarks to generate 

corresponding TRUS image. After repositioning the transducer quickly, such as rotating, 

angling, or cephalad and caudally moving, he attempted to obtain TRUS images as identical 

as possible to the initial one, as a proof of successful re-identification of the initial Internal 

Landmarks (Fig. 6a). Additionally, only for validation at the beginning, two more operators 

tried to respectively duplicate this procedure in the same session (Fig. 6b, c). Informed 

consent was obtained prior to the examination. 
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Fig. 6 TRUS images of a cross-section 5 mm from the apex of the prostate (Pro Focus 2202 system, 

8808 transducer, B-K Medical, Denmark). This cross-section was re-identified, even after repositioning 

the transducer, by correlating to Internal Landmarks on the scale of millimeter (white arrows). The 

visually identical TRUS images were obtained within one single AI-US-CT session, but respectively by 

three operators at different times (red boxes). (a) By doctor 1. (b) By doctor 2. (c) By doctor 3. 

 

2.2.2. Landmarks in multiple AI-US-CT sessions (Trend Monitoring) 

 

2.2.2.1. Study population 

 

From January 2017 to May 2018, data were collected from patients who came for prostate 

diagnostic consultation in our institution. 
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The inclusion criteria for this study were: 

 

(1) Patients who had undergone at least one AI-US-CT session prior to the inclusion, with the 

corresponding digitally documented serial TRUS images of the prostate which could be 

retrospectively viewed; 

(2) Good imaging quality of the prostate; 

(3) Patients being well informed about this study and gave the informed consent of their 

TRUS images and other medical data being processed for storage, transmission, analysis, 

review and other relevant purposes. 

 

The exclusion criteria for this study were: 

 

(1) Patients who carried an indwelling catheter or metal intraprostatic stent when undergoing 

the AI-US-CT examination. 

(2) Patients with incomplete essential data information. 

 

Trend Monitoring was stopped only when PCa was diagnosed and RP was performed, or 

when patients choose to stop the follow-up procedure. 

 

2.2.2.2. The SOP of AI-US-CT examination 

 

In our institution, ANNA/C-TRUS has been utilized since 2004 for imaging of multiple 

cross-sections in the prostate as a routine examination, that is, to generate a series of original 

and AI algorithms analyzed consecutive transverse TRUS images. Therefore, this technique 

was termed as “artificial intelligent ultrasound computed tomography” (AI-US-CT) [24]. 

 

(1) Ultrasound device 

TRUS imaging was performed with a Pro Focus 2202 US instrument utilizing a model 8808 

biplane transducer at 8 (5–10) MHz frequency (B-K Medical, Denmark). Standard setup 
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parameters (Prostate 8.0) were employed (MI 1.58<1.60, TIS 0.8<2.0, Res/Hz 2/23 Hz, gain 

50%, dynamic range 74 dB, harmonic off, persist 5, edge 2, line density 3, multibeam 1, noise 

reject 5, gray-scale 8). The gain can be altered to achieve the optimal brightness setting, 

which results in a medium-gray image of the normal peripheral zone (PZ). This gray tone 

serves as the reference point for judging lesions as hypoechoic, hyperechoic, isoechoic, or 

anechoic (darker, lighter than or similar to the normal PZ, or completely black). A water 

balloon standoff (usually filled with 5–20 mL of degassed water while scanning) mounted on 

the end of the probe was applied to improve contact and field of view during transrectal 

imaging of the prostate (Fig. 7). By varying the amount of water in the balloon, it is possible 

to optimize the transducer’s focal zone orientation in the tissue. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Ultrasound transducer with empty and filled water standoff. (a) Probe mounted with empty water 

standoff and a biopsy channel bracket (side-fire configuration). (b) Probe mounted with filled water 

standoff and a dummy channel bracket. 
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(2) Preparation 

Before the examination, patients were inquired about their age, recent PSA value (usually 

tested within recent three months), family history of PCa, history of prostate biopsy, and 

history of prostate surgery or other treatments, etc. If necessary, blood sample would be taken 

by the nurse prior to the DRE for a new PSA testing. A questionnaire was issued to obtain the 

International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS). 

 

Patients were informed to empty the bowels naturally. Administration of laxatives the day 

before is unnecessary, because this could even lead to less favorable examination conditions 

as liquid stool may leak from the sigmoid colon and get caught between the transducer and 

the rectum, thus leading to unsatisfying imaging quality of the prostate [27]. Besides, a full 

bladder may contribute to optimizing the imaging quality and better distinguishing the 

anatomic structures such as the bladder neck on sagittal plane. 

 

(3) Positioning 

Generally, patients were placed in the left lateral decubitus position with knees and hips 

flexed 90 degrees, for the right-handed examiners. In this position, any air bubbles that may 

be caught in the water-filled standoff would not block the US view of the prostate [27]. 

Patient’s buttocks should be flush with the end of the examination table, enabling the DRE 

and manipulation of the US probe or biopsy gun without obstruction. 

 

(4) Palpation (DRE) 

Patients were informed to relax and take a deep breath when the DRE began. The operator 

gently inserted his gloved, lubricated index finger (with nails trimmed appropriately) into 

patient’s rectum to determine the size of the prostate and feel for pain, texture (e.g. soft or 

hard), lumps or other abnormalities. Additionally, abnormal mass in the anus or rectum or 

blood on the glove would be equally paid close attention to. 

 

(5) Ultrasonography 
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All the examinations as well as the previous DRE and, if necessary, the subsequent prostate 

biopsy, were performed by two senior urologists in a dedicated TRUS room. During the 

procedure, patients could watch the synchronized video of TRUS imaging on a separate 

monitor under the operator’s explanation. The operator gently inserted the condom-covered, 

lubricated US probe into patient’s rectum. Firstly, the whole prostate (especially the PZ, 

where 70–80% of all carcinomas originate [28]) was inspected for hypoechoic lesions and 

contour abnormalities (Fig. 8a). The relevant anatomy (e.g. bladder, urethra, ejaculatory ducts, 

seminal vesicles, rectal wall, etc.) were fully visualized too (Fig. 8b, c). Color Doppler 

imaging was utilized to depict the velocity and direction of blood flow within the gland and 

explain asymmetry by vessels (especially in the region of the neurovascular bundle) not to 

confuse with malignant causes (Fig. 8d). 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 A “survey” scan of the prostate. (a) Transverse view. TZ, transitional zone; PZ, peripheral zone; 

R, rectal wall; hypoechoic lesion (white arrow). (b) Sagittal view. B, bladder; U, urethra; EJD, 

ejaculatory ducts. (c) Seminal vesicles. (d) Color Doppler imaging. 
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After measurement of the three largest diameters (the width and the height in transverse plane, 

and the length in sagittal plane), the prostate volume was automatically calculated by 

integrated computing software in the US device (Fig. 9), according to the ellipsoid formula: 

volume (mL) = width (cm) × height (cm) × length (cm) × π/6 [29]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Volume measurement of the prostate. The width and the height measured in transverse plane 

(top) and the length measured in sagittal plane (below). 

 

Transverse TRUS images were manually collected, consecutively starting from the prostate 

apex and proceeding cephalad until the seminal vesicles were reached, at approximately 5 mm 

intervals, which is the radius of a tumor volume (0.5 mL) commonly considered as the 

threshold for clinically significant PCa [30, 31]. The biplane US transducer also allows 
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sagittal measurements of landmarks and slice thicknesses control. Usually three to ten images 

were generated depending on the prostate size. Suitable cross-sections contain 

TRUS-identifiable Internal Landmarks, which are structures with remarkable features in the 

prostate, including calcifications, cysts, asymmetries, lesions, anatomies (e.g. seminal 

colliculus, urethra, vessel, etc.) or even resection holes of TURP, ensuring that locating of 

these selected landmarks could be successfully repeated. Internal Landmarks determined as 

the anchor points in the first AI-US-CT session are the bases for Trend Monitoring in the 

subsequent sessions. In the process of Trend Monitoring, new serial TRUS images were 

obtained in one-to-one correlation with each cross-section scanned in the previous 

examinations, according to Internal Landmarks (Fig. 10). The date of the correlated previous 

examinations, the number of the total and the correlated TRUS images in Trend Monitoring 

sessions, and the type of Internal Landmarks utilized for imaging correlation and their 

respective number were recorded for the final calculation. 
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(6) ANNA online big data cloud solution  

The static TRUS images were digitally stored in BMP format (having no imaging quality loss 

to the original freeze frame), exported without patient’s ID by a dedicated USB flash drive 

from the US instrument to a password-protected computer, and uploaded to the ANNA server 

(ANNA/C-TRUS GmbH, Germany) for documentation and analyzation. The operator visited 

the official website (http://www.anna-ctrus.de/) and logged in his own user account through 

the portal “Login ANNAcTRUS V2”. The patient’s individual record was accessed (or created, 

if in the first session) and an item of the new examination was added in. The serial transverse 

TRUS images were listed in sequence by the time they were generated, labeled to indicate 

their longitudinal distance to the prostate apex. The prostate apex was designated as level 00, 

so these images were labeled cephalad to the prostate base as 05, 10, 15, 20, 25, etc. TRUS 

image of the seminal vesicles indicated the end of a complete collection but did not need to be 

uploaded for evaluation. All data were transmitted via an encrypted connection, and the 

ANNA server stored and processed them under pseudonyms. The AI algorithms based on big 

data (previously described in the introduction part) automatically evaluated the digital US 

signal information, and tumor suspicious areas were marked by superimposed red color on the 

original gray-scale TRUS images (Fig. 11). Duration of the analyzing procedure depends on 

the number of the assessed images, but usually accomplished within three minutes. Patients 

with elevated or normal PSA value were suggested to revisit after 6 or 12 months, 

respectively. 

http://www.anna-ctrus.de/
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(7) Biopsy 

If indicated, prostate biopsy could be performed immediately after the image analysis. The 

need for initial biopsy is based on PSA level (> 4 ng/mL) and/or suspicious DRE and/or 

imaging; the indications for repeat biopsy are rising and/or persistently elevated PSA, 

suspicious DRE and/or imaging, atypical small acinar proliferation (ASAP) or extensive 

(multiple biopsy sites) high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (HGPIN) in previous 

biopsies [6]. Patient’s wish (e.g. undergoing biopsy or keeping further observation) would 

also be taken into consideration. Contraindications include significant coagulopathy, acute 

prostatitis, and severe immunosuppression, etc. 

 

Prophylactic oral antibiotics (Ciprofloxacin, CiproHEXAL®, Hexal AG, Germany) were 

given according to the existing guidelines at the time. Sterile biopsy needle, biopsy channel 

bracket, needle guide, transducer cover, and lubricating gel were utilized. All biopsies were 

performed via transrectal approach by a side-fire probe (Fig. 7a) with a spring-driven 

18-gauge needle core biopsy gun (CORAZOR®, UROMED Kurt Drews KG, Germany) (Fig. 

12). 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 Biopsy gun and biopsy samples. Papers were used to record the sampling order and site, 

keeping the biopsy tissues stretched and flat. Then they were placed in formalin in corresponding jars 

numbered with biopsy sites. 
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Patients were informed about the guideline conformed biopsy method. Those who specifically 

want the targeted biopsies gave their informed consent of taking six-core ANNA/C-TRUS 

guided biopsy instead of the conventional 10–12 core systematic random biopsy. The ANNA 

targeted biopsies follow the guideline in procedure aspects. Generally, a maximum of six most 

tumor-suspicious areas were planned as targets, basing on the ANNA results (i.e. the 

color-coded TRUS images) in addition to visual hypoechoic lesions. In case of obvious cancer 

suspicious DRE or TRUS, direct targeted biopsies were performed. For patients in Trend 

Monitoring, comparison of the image changes in the grey-scale and analysis changes between 

current and former images could also be considered to help determine the biopsy sites (Fig. 

13). 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 ANNA results changes in longitudinal follow-up. Transverse TRUS images obtained on 01/2017 

(left) and 03/2018 (right). Internal Landmarks (white arrow), i.e. calcifications in this case, indicate the 

same cross-section (10 mm from the prostate apex). Biopsy shots (green circle) were taken on the 

progression sites and all three turned out to be carcinoma-positive (second shot Gleason Score [GS] = 

3 + 3, third shot GS = 3 + 3, fourth shot GS = 4 + 3). 
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During the biopsy procedure, the biplane probe provided simultaneous visualization of the 

prostate in both the transverse and sagittal planes (Fig. 14). The pre-planned targets were 

confirmed by relating them to Internal Landmarks (Internal Fusion) in the transverse plane 

under real-time visual control [21] and normally one core per lesion was taken to obtain 

satisfactory tissue (Fig. 14). Patients were informed about the attentions and monitored for 

possible complications e.g. bleeding, infection, acute urinary retention, etc. 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 “Internal Fusion”. Internal Landmarks (white arrow), i.e. calcifications in this case, help to locate 

the planned targets during the process of operation: the pre-planned target based upon ANNA results 

(green circle); the actual biopsy site marked in transverse plane (yellow arrow); the actual biopsy 

needle path in sagittal plane (green arrow). Histopathology proved to be carcinoma-positive (GS = 3 + 

3). 

 

The biopsy samples were placed in 4% formalin in separated jars (Fig. 12) and sent for 

histopathological examination. Each biopsy site was reported individually by senior 

pathologists in our hospital (normally within ten days), including its location, core length, and, 

if carcinoma-positive, primary and secondary Gleason grade, International Society of 

Urological Pathology (ISUP) 2014 grade, and carcinoma percentage, etc. Shot images (actual 
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biopsy needle path in the transverse and sagittal planes) and histopathological findings were 

documented respectively, and each could be reviewed correlating to their own biopsy sites 

exactly (Fig. 14, 15). 

 

 

 

Fig. 15 Documentation of biopsy data. The biopsy core position (fourth shot of this case) (red circle) 

and its corresponding shot image (black arrow) and histopathological findings (red arrow). 

 

2.2.2.3. Data collection and statistical calculation 

 

The aim of the statistical calculation is to evaluate the feasibility of Internal Landmarks in 

assistance for Trend Monitoring and targeted biopsy by ANNA/C-TRUS. 

 

Collected data included patients’ number, age, prostate volume, serum PSA value (free and 

total), IPSS, individual AI-US-CT sessions and time intervals, family history of PCa, history 

of prior biopsies and prostate treatments, abnormal findings of DRE, number of Internal 

Landmarks, number of TRUS images (correlated and total), number of patients accepted 
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targeted biopsy (initial and repeat), number of PCa detected, GS and ISUP grade, number of 

individual biopsy cores (positive and total), etc. 

 

Relevant formulas are as follows: 

 

(1) PSAD (ng/mL/cm3) = PSA/prostate volume; 

(2) PSAV (ng/mL/year) = [(PSA2 - PSA1) + (PSA3 - PSA2)]/2 (PSA1, PSA2, PSA3: at least 

3 serum PSA values tested within 2 years); 

(3) f/t PSA ratio = free PSA/total PSA; 

(4) Imaging correlation rate = correlated TRUS images/total TRUS images; 

(5) PCa detection rate = PCa detected/total patients; 

(6) Biopsy positive rate = positives cores/total cores; 

(7) Average cores detecting one PCa = total cores/PCa detected. 

 

All the statistical evaluation and graphical representation of the collected data was performed 

with Microsoft Excel 2016 and Word 2016 (Microsoft, USA). 
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3. Results 

 

3.1. Landmarks validation in vitro 

 

In the simulation setting in vitro, cross-sections of a prostate phantom could be re-identified 

and re-located in 121 out of 121 TRUS images, correlating to fixed-size artificial anchor 

points (Internal Landmarks), even by utilizing four various models of US instruments and 

probes with respective parameter settings, by two urologists at different times (Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Landmarks validation in vitro 

 

N = 121 
Transversal correlation Longitudinal correlation 

Metal cylinder Air bubble Metal cylinder Air bubble 

BK 1     

Doctor 1 8 8 4 4 

Doctor 2 2 2 1 1 

BK 2     

Doctor 1 6 6 3 3 

Doctor 2 4 4 2 2 

BK 3     

Doctor 1 8 8 4 4 

Doctor 2 4 4 2 2 

BK 4     

Doctor 1 4 4 2 2 

Doctor 2 5 4 2 2 

 

Number of TRUS images correlated by fixed-size artificial Internal Landmarks (metal cylinder and air 

bubble) in an US prostate phantom, respectively by two urologists at different times, on four US 

equipment. 

 

BK 1: Pro Focus 2202, transducer 8808 at 8 MHz; BK 2: Viking 2400, transducer 8808 at 8 MHz; BK 3: 

Pro Focus 2202, transducer 8818 at 12 MHz; BK 4: bk5000, transducer E14C4t at 9 MHz 
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3.2. Landmarks study in vivo 

 

3.2.1. Landmarks in single AI-US-CT session 

 

By exact correlations of Internal Landmarks, even under the size of one-millimeter, an 

accurate re-identification and re-location of the identical cross-sections of the prostate for 

obtaining precisely matched TRUS images within one single AI-US-CT session was possible. 

Even after repositioning the US transducer (i.e. rotating, angling, or cephalad and caudally 

moving) by different junior or senior urologists at different times, accurate correlation was 

still possibly achieved (Fig. 6, 16). 

 

 

 

Fig. 16 Internal Landmarks in vivo. Calcification under one-millimeter (red box) located and measured 

in both transverse (top) and sagittal (below) TRUS planes. 

 

3.2.2. Landmarks in multiple AI-US-CT sessions (Trend Monitoring) 
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3.2.2.1. General clinical characteristics 

 

From January 2017 to May 2018, a total of 164 patients were included for this observational 

study, and none of them met the exclusion criteria. 

 

Of all the 164 patients under Trend Monitoring, eight men (5%) had been diagnosed with PCa 

before the inclusion and underwent radiotherapy, hormonal therapy, or focal therapy e.g. 

high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU); eighty-seven men (53%) were suspicious of PCa 

and a third of them (29 men) chose ANNA/C-TRUS guided biopsy; the rest 69 men (42%) 

came for mere prevention or early detection (Fig. 17). 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 Distribution Characteristics of patients under Trend Monitoring. 

 

The consecutive 164 patients had an age ranged from 46–89 years with a median of 73 years. 

The TRUS prostate volume ranged from 7.72–272 mL with a median of 41 mL. The serum 

PSA value ranged from 0.02–48.96 ng/mL with a median of 3.75 ng/mL. The PSA density 

PCa
5%

Prevention or early 
detection

42% Biopsy
18%

Further monitoring
35%

Suspicious of PCa
53%

PCa Prevention or early detection Biopsy Further monitoring
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(PSAD) ranged from 0.001–0.53 ng/mL/cm3 with a median of 0.09 ng/mL/cm3. The free/total 

PSA ratio (f/t PSA) ranged from 0.06–0.6 with a median of 0.27. The PSA velocity (PSAV) 

ranged from -13.83–8.54 ng/mL/year with a median of 0.09 ng/mL/year. The IPSS ranged 

from 0–27 with a median of 8. The number of individual total AI-US-CT sessions ranged 

from 2–21 with a median of 5. The number of individual AI-US-CT sessions during the 

current study ranged from 1–4 with a median of 2. The time interval between first and latest 

session ranged from 1–113 months with a median of 50 months. Thirty-two patients (20%) 

had a family history of PCa. Ninety-two patients (56%) had prior negative biopsies, e.g. 

systematic random biopsy, mpMRI guided biopsy or even transperineal saturation biopsy 

under general anesthesia with up to 80 cores. Twenty-three patients (14%) had a history of 

prostatic surgeries including TURP and prostate adenoma enucleation (PAE). Six patients (4%) 

had an abnormal DRE (Table 2). 

 

Of the 8 patients who had been diagnosed with PCa before the inclusion, their age ranged 

from 67–87 years with a median of 80 years. The TRUS prostate volume ranged from 9.96–

59.3 mL with a median of 17.4 mL. The serum PSA value ranged from 0.02–6.73 ng/mL with 

a median of 1.72 ng/mL. The PSAD ranged from 0.001–0.33 ng/mL/cm3 with a median of 0.1 

ng/mL/cm3. The f/t PSA ranged from 0.06–0.33 with a median of 0.15. The PSAV ranged 

from -1.22–3.25 ng/mL/year with a median of 0.07 ng/mL/year. The IPSS ranged from 2–27 

with a median of 7. The number of individual total AI-US-CT sessions ranged from 3–18 with 

a median of 4. The number of individual AI-US-CT sessions during the current study ranged 

from 1–3 with a median of 2. The time interval between first and latest session ranged from 

11–105 months with a median of 35.5 months. Three patients (38%) had a family history of 

PCa. One patient (13%) had a history of TURP or PAE. Two patients (25%) had an abnormal 

DRE (Table 2). 

 

Of the 87 patients suspicious of PCa, their age ranged from 56–89 years with a median of 74 

years. The TRUS prostate volume ranged from 7.72–272 mL with a median of 50.4 mL. The 

serum PSA value ranged from 0.25–48.96 ng/mL with a median of 6.15 ng/mL. The PSAD 

ranged from 0.02–0.53 ng/mL/cm3 with a median of 0.12 ng/mL/cm3. The f/t PSA ranged 
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from 0.09–0.56 with a median of 0.23. The PSAV ranged from -13.83–8.54 ng/mL/year with a 

median of 0.15 ng/mL/year. The IPSS ranged from 0–24 with a median of 9. The number of 

individual total AI-US-CT sessions ranged from 2–21 with a median of 7. The number of 

individual AI-US-CT sessions during the current study ranged from 1–4 with a median of 2. 

The time interval between first and latest session ranged from 1–113 months with a median of 

69 months. Fifteen patients (17%) had a family history of PCa. Sixty-eight patients (78%) had 

prior negative biopsies. Thirteen patients (15%) had a history of TURP or PAE. Four patients 

(5%) had an abnormal DRE (Table 2). 

 

Of the 69 patients who came for mere prevention or early detection, their age ranged from 46–

82 years with a median of 71 years. The TRUS prostate volume ranged from 10.4–103 mL 

with a median of 35.7 mL. The serum PSA value ranged from 0.1–4.33 ng/mL with a median 

of 1.71 ng/mL. The PSAD ranged from 0.01–0.22 ng/mL/cm3 with a median of 0.05 

ng/mL/cm3. The f/t PSA ranged from 0.07–0.6 with a median of 0.30. The PSAV ranged from 

-3.12–0.64 ng/mL/year with a median of 0.003 ng/mL/year. The IPSS ranged from 0–24 with 

a median of 8. The number of individual total AI-US-CT sessions ranged from 2–14 with a 

median of 4. The number of individual AI-US-CT sessions during the current study ranged 

from 1–3 with a median of 1. The time interval between first and latest session ranged from 

1–110 months with a median of 42 months. Fourteen patients (20%) had a family history of 

PCa. Twenty-four patients (35%) had prior negative biopsies. Nine patients (13%) had a 

history of TURP or PAE (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Patient demographics 

 

 All patients PCa 
Abnormal 

PSA/DRE/TRUS 
Prevention 

Patients number 164 8 87 69 

Age (years)     

Median 73 80 74 71 

Range 46–89 67–87 56–89 46–82 

Volume (mL)     

Median 41 17.4 50.4 35.7 

Range 7.72–272 9.96–59.3 7.72–272 10.4–103 

PSA (ng/mL)     

Median 3.75 1.72 6.15 1.71 

Range 0.02–48.96 0.02–6.73 0.25–48.96 0.1–4.33 

PSAD (ng/mL/cm3)     

Median 0.09 0.1 0.12 0.05 

Range 0.001–0.53 0.001–0.33 0.02–0.53 0.01–0.22 

f/t PSA     

Median 0.27 0.15 0.23 0.30 

Range 0.06–0.6 0.06–0.33 0.09–0.56 0.07–0.6 

PSAV (ng/mL/year)     

Median 0.09 0.07 0.15 0.003 

Range -13.83–8.54 -1.22–3.25 -13.83–8.54 -3.12–0.64 

IPSS     

Median 8 7 9 8 

Range 0–27 2–27 0–24 0–24 

Sessions (total)     

Median 5 4 7 4 

Range 2–21 3–18 2–21 2–14 

Sessions (current study)     
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Median 2 2 2 1 

Range 1–4 1–3 1–4 1–3 

Session interval (months)     

 Median 50 35.5 63 42 

 Range 1–113 11–105 1–113 1–110 

Family history of PCa 32 (20%) 3 (38%) 15 (17%) 14 (20%) 

Prior negative biopsies 92 (56%) – 68 (78%) 24 (35%) 

History of prostate surgeries 23 (14%) 1 (13%) 13 (15%) 9 (13%) 

Abnormal DRE 6 (4%) 2 (25%) 4 (5%) – 

 

Clinical characteristics of all 164 patients, and respectively of 8 patients with PCa, 87 patients 

suspicious of PCa, and 69 patients came for mere prevention or early detection 

 

3.2.2.2. Characteristics of landmarks 

 

Overall, a total of 1846 Internal Landmarks were utilized as anchor points during the process 

of Trend Monitoring, including prostatic calcifications (1128, 62%), cysts (524, 28%), 

seminal colliculus (133, 7%) and others (61, 3%). Basing on re-locating of the Internal 

Landmarks, accurate imaging correlations were attained in 1021 out of 1090 TRUS slices 

(94%), after years, despite volume changes, even generated on different US instruments by 

different operators (Fig. 18) (Table 3). The longest Trend Monitoring with accurate image 

correlation in current study had so far reached 9 years and 5 months (Fig. 19). 
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Fig. 18 Re-identifying of the cross-sections by Internal Landmarks in Trend Monitoring. Internal 

Landmarks (white arrow) help to locate the same cross-section of the prostate (20 mm from the 

prostate apex) over time. (a) Transverse TRUS image attained in 2016, on Pro Focus 2202 with 

transducer 8808 at 8 MHz, by doctor 1. (b) Transverse TRUS image of the same cross-section in (a) 

attained in 2017, on Pro Focus 2202 with transducer 8808 at 8 MHz, by doctor 2. (c) Transverse TRUS 

image of the same cross-section in (a) attained in 2018, on bk3000 with transducer E14C4t at 9 MHz., 

by doctor 1. 
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Fig. 19 Long-term Trend Monitoring with accurate image correlation. TRUS images of the identical 

cross-section (10 mm from the prostate apex) obtained from 11/2008 (left) to 04/2018 (right). With an 

interval of 9 years and 5 months, although the prostate volume increased from 29 mL to 47 mL, 

accurate imaging correlation was still made based on Internal Landmarks. The PSA value ranged from 

5.31 ng/mL (2008) to 5.45 ng/mL (2018), meanwhile no significant progression in AI-US-CT analysis 

pattern was found, and prior biopsies proved to be carcinoma-negative. 

 

Of the 8 patients who had been diagnosed with PCa before the inclusion, a total of 74 Internal 

Landmarks were utilized, including prostatic calcifications (33, 45%), cysts (8, 11%), seminal 

colliculus (2, 3%) and others (31, 41%), to facilitate accurate imaging correlations in 46 out of 

53 TRUS slices (87%) during the process of Trend Monitoring (Table 3). 

 

Of the 87 patients suspicious of PCa, a total of 1128 Internal Landmarks were utilized, 

including prostatic calcifications (704, 62%), cysts (313, 28%), seminal colliculus (91, 8%) 

and others (20, 2%), to facilitate accurate imaging correlations in 637 out of 681 TRUS slices 

(94%) (Table 3). 
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Of the 69 patients who came for mere prevention or early detection, a total of 644 Internal 

Landmarks were utilized, including prostatic calcifications (391, 61%), cysts (203, 32%), 

seminal colliculus (40, 6%) and others (10, 1%), to facilitate accurate imaging correlations in 

338 out of 356 TRUS slices (95%) (Table 3). 

 

Table 3 Characteristics of correlated Internal Landmarks and TRUS images in follow-up 

 

 All 

patients 
PCa 

Abnormal 

PSA/DRE/TRUS 
Prevention 

Correlated Internal Landmarks     

Total 1846 74 1128 644 

Calcifications     

Number 1128 33 704 391 

Rate 62% 45% 62% 61% 

Cysts     

Number 524 8 313 203 

Rate 28% 11% 28% 32% 

Seminal colliculus     

Number 133 2 91 40 

Rate 7% 3% 8% 6% 

Others     

Number 61 31 20 10 

Rate 3% 41% 2% 1% 

Correlated transverse TRUS images     

Correlated/total 1021/1090 46/53 637/681 338/356 

Correlation rate 94% 87% 94% 95% 

 

Characteristics of correlated Internal Landmarks and TRUS images during the process of Trend 

Monitoring of all 164 patients, and respectively of 8 patients with PCa, 87 patients suspicious of PCa, 

and 69 patients came for mere prevention or early detection 

 

3.2.2.3. Characteristics of targeted biopsies 
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Of the 87 patients suspicious of PCa, twenty-nine men (33%) chose ANNA/C-TRUS targeted 

biopsy. A total of 358 Internal Landmarks were utilized, including prostatic calcifications (225, 

64%), cysts (87, 24%), seminal colliculus (41, 11%) and others (5, 1%), to facilitate accurate 

imaging correlations in 211 out of 228 TRUS slices (93%), and non-visual lesions in 

gray-scale US were detected as PCa in 15 out of 29 patients (52%), including 9 men with 

ISUP grade 1 (GS: 3 + 3 = 6), two with ISUP grade 2 (GS: 3 + 4 = 7a), two with ISUP grade 3 

(GS: 4 + 3 = 7b), one with ISUP grade 4 (GS: 3 + 5 = 8) and 1 with ISUP grade 5 (GS: 4 + 5 

= 9). Individual punctures ranged from 2–6 cores with a median of 6 cores. Totally 151 cores 

were performed to achieve 34 positive cores (23%) and PCa were detected on average every 

10.1 biopsy cores (Table 4). 

 

In initial biopsy, a total of 91 Internal Landmarks were utilized, including prostatic 

calcifications (64, 70%), cysts (19, 21%) and seminal colliculus (8, 9%). Totally 56/57 (98%) 

TRUS images could be correlated due to Internal Landmarks detecting PCa in 7/10 patients 

(70%), including 6 men with ISUP grade 1 (GS: 3 + 3 = 6) and 1 with ISUP grade 5 (GS: 4 + 

5 = 9). Individual punctures ranged from 3–6 cores with a median of 6 cores. Totally 57 cores 

were performed to achieve 15 positive cores (26%) and PCa were detected on average every 

8.1 biopsy cores (Table 4). 

 

In repeat biopsy, a total of 267 Internal Landmarks were utilized, including prostatic 

calcifications (161, 61%), cysts (68, 25%), seminal colliculus (33, 12%) and others (5, 2%). 

Totally 155/171 (91%) TRUS images could be correlated due to Internal Landmarks detecting 

PCa in 8/19 patients (42%), including 3 men with ISUP grade 1 (GS: 3 + 3 = 6), two with 

ISUP grade 2 (GS: 3 + 4 = 7a), two with ISUP grade 3 (GS: 4 + 3 = 7b) and 1 with ISUP 

grade 4 (GS: 3 + 5 = 8). Individual punctures ranged from 2–6 cores with a median of 6 cores. 

Totally 94 cores were performed to achieve 19 positive cores (20%) and PCa were detected on 

average every 11.8 biopsy cores (Table 4). 
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Table 4 Characteristics of targeted biopsies 

 

 All biopsy Initial biopsy Repeat biopsy 

Patients number 29 10 19 

Correlated Internal Landmarks    

Total 358 91 267 

Calcifications    

Number 225 64 161 

Rate 64% 70% 61% 

Cysts    

Number 87 19 68 

Rate 24% 21% 25% 

Seminal colliculus    

Number 41 8 33 

Rate 11% 9% 12% 

Others    

Number 5 – 5 

Rate 1% – 2% 

Correlated transverse TRUS images    

Correlated/total 211/228 56/57 155/171 

Correlation rate 93% 98% 91% 

PCa detection rate 15/29 (52%) 7/10 (70%) 8/19 (42%) 

Gleason Score    

ISUP grade 1 9 6 3 

ISUP grade 2 2 – 2 

ISUP grade 3 2 – 2 

ISUP grade 4 1 – 1 

ISUP grade 5 1 1 – 

Biopsy cores    

Individual cores    
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Median 6 6 6 

Range 2–6 3–6 2–6 

Positive/total 34/151 (23%) 15/57 (26%) 19/94 (20%) 

Cores to detect one PCa 10.1 8.1 11.8 

 

Characteristics of 29 patients who chose ANNA/C-TRUS targeted biopsy during the process of Trend 

Monitoring, and respectively of 10 patients for initial biopsy and 19 patients for repeat biopsy 
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4. Discussion 

 

4.1. Study objectives 

 

4.1.1. Current dilemmas and challenges in urologic imaging 

 

Urologic medical imaging, especially ultrasound, is available and being an essential part of 

the daily clinical practice and playing an important role in the detection of PCa. However, the 

most widely used imaging technique, gray-scale or regular B-mode US, has limitations on 

visually distinguishing between benign and malignant prostate tissues. Malignant diseases 

have various morphology in visual imaging interpretation, while non-malignant conditions 

such as prostatitis, inflammation, and BPH, can also appear as hypoechoic on US imaging 

like cancerous tissues [32]. Furthermore, there are no clear standards of how to perform and 

document a standardized procedure. Thus, innovative imaging and computer analysis 

modalities are emerging and conventional modalities are being adapted to improve results and 

broaden the applications. 

 

Compared to regular gray-scale US, MRI for PCa detection has largely followed a 

multiparametric approach, which incorporates functional sequences (diffusion-weighted 

imaging and dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging) in addition to high-resolution anatomical 

sequences (T2-weighted imaging) for imaging the different biological characteristics of the 

tumor. A number of investigators tried to combine or fuse these multiparametric findings 

assessing the tissues on MRI with the capability of real-time visualization of TRUS, expecting 

to help accurately identifying and targeting prostate lesions during biopsy. Commercially 

marketed MRI/US fusion devices superimpose pre-procedural diagnostic MRI images over 

real-time US images obtained at a different time and place, assisting pre-planned targets of 

suspicious areas detected on MRI to be biopsied under real-time US guidance [15, 33]. As a 

relative concept, we termed this fusion process as “External Fusion”, because an additional 
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different imaging modality, i.e. mpMRI, is requisite to be provided besides the basic 

gray-scale TRUS [24]. 

 

Instead of taking advantage of the features of external imaging modalities, other investigators 

tried to further develop the US-based imaging techniques. Prostate HistoScanning (PHS) 

utilizes statistical analysis of raw backscattered US to pinpoint suspicious prostate lesions 

[16]. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) imaging detects the increased microvascular 

density of the tumorous region affected by angiogenesis and disorganized neovascularization 

[17]. Real-time elastography (RTE) adds computerized information about prostate tissue 

stiffness under varying degrees of compression to suggest malignancy [18]. ANNA/C-TRUS 

was established upon a large series of accurately correlated fusion between TRUS images and 

known pathology of RP specimens. That means this AI algorithm can detect tumor-suspicious 

areas for targeted biopsies simply by analyzing regular gray-scale TRUS images, and no 

fusion with an external imaging modality is deemed necessary. Therefore, this technique was 

termed as “Internal Fusion” [24]. 

 

To translate Internal Fusion or External Fusion technique, or any other image-based biopsy 

methods into clinical application, it needs to be ascertained that the regions marked as 

cancer-suspicious truly represent the corresponding areas of the prostate and all targets could 

be hit in their authentic anatomical locations. Furthermore, to obtain meaningful data about 

the true number of missed PCa, the only feasible option is to follow up for e.g. at least 10 

years, which seems prudent to identify the negative effect of a missed tumor. Therefore, it is 

utmost important to continuously assess a certain cross-section of the prostate and re-locate 

the same suspicious lesions in a longitudinal observation. 

 

4.1.2. Initial questions of current study 

 

In this study, we hypothesized that natural intraprostatic findings (e.g. calcifications) could 

possibly function as the similar role in imaging localization as fiducial and radiofrequency 

markers (e.g. gold seeds) utilized for real-time tumor tracking during radiotherapy for PCa. 
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To support this hypothesis, two questions were tried to be explained through an observation of 

the routine clinical practice in our institution: 

 

(1) How can we re-identify the same cross-section and region of interest (ROI) of the prostate 

in single TRUS examination and/or in subsequent follow-up sessions? Are 

TRUS-identifiable intraprostatic morphologic structures, which we termed as “Internal 

Landmarks”, capable of being utilized as anchor points as we assumed to support accurate 

localization during the imaging process? 

(2) If so, which specific kind of Internal Landmarks are the most representative to be applied? 

 

4.2. Study findings 

 

4.2.1. Functionality of Internal Landmarks (the first question) 

 

In the simulation setting in vitro, we found out that by correlating to immobile fixed-size 

artificial markers, desired cross-sections of the prostate phantom could all be re-identified 

under any circumstances (Table 1), even by different operators, utilizing various models of 

US equipment with respective parameter settings at different times (Fig. 5). The imaging 

correlation rate in vitro (100%) proves that in ideal condition Internal Landmarks are 

reproducible anchor points to reliably facilitate accurate localization during the imaging 

process and shows the feasibility and necessity of further observation in vivo. 

 

In single TRUS examination (i.e. one AI-US-CT session in this study), we found out that by 

exact correlations to Internal Landmarks even under the size of one-millimeter (Fig. 16), 

higher accuracy was achieved to re-identify and re-locate the identical cross-sections of the 

prostate for obtaining precisely matched TRUS images, even after repositioning the US 

transducer (i.e. rotating, angling, or cephalad and caudally moving), operated by different 

junior or senior urologists at different times (Fig. 6). This fact shows that within one single 

AI-US-CT session, the functionality of Internal Landmarks which has been tested and verified 
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in phantom could also be successfully reproduced in the real prostate, promoting this study to 

the next phase of continuous observation in multiple AI-US-CT sessions. 

 

In a series of consecutive TRUS examinations (i.e. multiple AI-US-CT sessions, or Trend 

Monitoring process in this study), we found out that accurate imaging correlations were 

attained in 94% of the total 1090 TRUS images collected from 164 patients (Table 3), based 

on re-locating of the Internal Landmarks, after years, despite prostate volume changes, even 

generated on different US equipment by different operators (Fig. 18, 19). In this study, the 

longest time interval between AI-US-CT sessions in the Trend Monitoring process with 

accurate imaging correlation had so far reached 9 years and 5 months (Fig. 19). 

 

Supported by the zonal anatomy of the prostate as well as the origin of the tumor [34], current 

guidelines recommend an extended 12-core biopsy that includes a standard sextant sampling 

of the apex, midgland, and base of both the right and left sides of the prostate, as well as six 

additional cores from the lateral peripheral zone on each side [9, 35]. The location 

information of prostate biopsy cores is individually recorded by their anatomic site, i.e. right 

apex, right mid, right base, right lateral apex, right lateral mid, right lateral base, and, left 

apex, left mid, left base, left lateral apex, left lateral mid, left lateral base. However, zonal 

anatomy alone is not enough to help guiding a repeat biopsy precisely to an area which prior 

negative biopsy had been performed. The description of the biopsy site, e.g. right lateral apex, 

lacks more detailed information about the actual sampling location, hence it is hardly possible 

for the operators to continuously identify and assess a same ROI during a long-term 

monitoring of the prostate. 

 

As an intended improvement to conventional 12-core biopsy, transperineal template guided 

biopsy utilizes a brachytherapy grid with numerous evenly spaced needle holes so that a 

systematic and organized approach to prostate tissue sampling is ensured. Location of each 

individual biopsy core is recorded with its corresponding coordinates which are generally 

letter-and number-coded on the X- and Y-axis of the brachytherapy grid [36]. To a certain 

extent, application of the template could possibly reduce the influence from operator and 
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experience dependent factors of the free-hand biopsy procedure, and the locating method by 

grid coordinates instead of imaginary prostatic zones is relatively more accurate. However, 

this method may overlook the effect of prostate volume changes during a long-term 

monitoring process. In general, prostate volume increases slowly but steadily with advancing 

age. Rhodes et al. [37] stated that prostate growth followed an exponential growth pattern, 

with a slope estimate of 0.4 mL/yr for men ages 40 to 59 years at baseline and of 1.2 mL/yr 

for those 60 to 79 years at baseline. In treatments for lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) 

and BPH, pharmacologic agents suppressing testosterone e.g. finasteride have been shown to 

reduce prostate size approximately 20–32% [38, 39]. In brachytherapy for PCa, the prostate 

volume significantly declines, with a 37% and over 50% size reduction at 1 year and 8 years 

after seeds implantation, respectively [40]. Androgen ablation will cause an average 30% and 

up to 60% volume decrease in prostates with and without cancer [41]. Apparently, fixed 

coordinates are unable to truly reflect the relative location changes of the ROI due to prostate 

size increase or reduction, and any circumstances that would cause prostate deformation. In 

the natural process or after treatments on prostate, tissues of other areas would be mistakenly 

assessed instead of the ROI if still being located and guided by the previously recorded 

template grid coordinates. Observation in current study revealed that in most cases (94%) 

cross-sections of the prostate under continuous assessments could be repeatedly re-identified 

by Internal Landmarks even up to a decade (Fig. 10, 18, 19). Therefore, registration of the 

ROI in correlation with Internal Landmarks could be an effective and practical solution to 

imaging location which is flexible to prostate volume changes during long-term monitoring 

and provide an easy-to-understand prostatic mapping allowing the operators to be fully aware 

of the orientation and anatomical origin of the tissues (Fig. 13–15, 19). 

 

4.2.2. Characteristic Internal landmarks (the second question) 

 

In this study, we found out that among the total 1846 Internal Landmarks collected from 164 

patients, prostatic calcifications were most commonly utilized (62%) as anchor points to 

facilitate accurate imaging correlation during the process of Trend Monitoring, then followed 

by prostatic cysts (28%), seminal colliculus (7%) and others (3%), respectively. 
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Prostatic calcification is a common finding during TRUS in both healthy subjects and patients. 

They are rare in children, infrequent below the age of 40, sharply increase in quantity and size 

over 50 and continue with further aging [42]. In a study of 300 asymptomatic adult men, 

Søndergaard et al. reported prostatic calcifications in 99% of the cases at the time of autopsy 

[43]. Prostatic calcifications are believed to arise as a result of inspissated prostatic secretions, 

with a core surrounded by concentric layers of calcium apatite under inflammatory conditions 

[44]. Normally, they remain asymptomatic throughout an individual’s lifetime; however, 

progression may cause mechanical obstruction, smooth muscle contraction, voiding 

symptoms and being somehow related to LUTS, chronic prostatitis or chronic pelvic pain 

syndrome [45]. Prostatic calcifications typically appear as brightly echogenic foci that may or 

may not show posterior shadowing under TRUS (Fig. 10b) and are mostly found in the 

posterior and posterolateral zones or centrally located within the anterior aspect of the prostate 

[43, 44]. 

 

Prostatic cysts are also common structures which are discovered by incidental diagnosis on 

TRUS in 5–8% of patients [46]. In subjects being investigated for infertility, the prevalence 

could increase to 20% [47]. Congenital prostatic cystic lesions may arise from either 

müllerian or Wolffian structures. The etiological factors include inflammation, BPH, 

ejaculatory duct obstruction, atrophy of the prostate gland, tumor, etc. Galosi et al. suggested 

that prostatic cysts could be classified into 6 categories, including isolated medial cysts, cysts 

of the ejaculatory duct, simple or multiple cysts of the parenchyma, complicated infectious or 

hemorrhagic cysts, cystic tumors and cysts secondary to parasitic disease [46]. The 

sonographic appearance of simple cysts is generally thin walled, anechoic, showing posterior 

acoustic enhancement (Fig. 10c). 

 

Seminal colliculus is the rounded eminence of the urethral crest located on the posterior wall 

of the mid prostatic urethra, which marks the boundary between the membranous and the 

prostatic segment (Fig. 10a). The prostatic utricle opens into it in the midline and the two 

ejaculatory ducts orifices can be found on both sides. The clinical significance of this 
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structure is that during TURP operators usually utilize seminal colliculus as a surgical 

landmark to locate urethral sphincter and the lower limit of the intervention. 

 

Prostatic calcifications, prostatic cysts, seminal colliculus and other specific intraprostatic 

findings, whether physiologic or pathologic, are proved feasible to support accurate imaging 

correlation under TRUS in long-term follow-up. Compared to location method based on 

artificially implanted fiducial markers (e.g. gold seeds), correlating to Internal Landmarks are 

costless and time-saving. These natural anchor points, being resistant to prostate motion, 

could possibly reduce the effect of marker migration and help to avoid complications of 

fiducial insertion such as pain, fever, voiding complaints, hematuria, hematospermia, rectal 

bleeding, gold allergy [26]. 

 

4.3. Internal Fusion vs. External Fusion 

 

In this study we also proposed the brand-new concepts of “Internal Fusion” and “External 

Fusion”. Generally, for any targeted imaging methods, three essential parts need to be 

considered during the biopsy procedure. First, reliably detect the truly tumor-suspicious areas 

of the prostate. Second, accurately locate the pre-planned targets under real-time imaging 

(usually US) control to guide the biopsy needle. Third, reliably re-locate the biopsied sites or 

any other ROI during long-term monitoring of tissue changes. In MRI/US fusion technique, 

abnormal areas marked on the pre-conducted MRI are mapped or registered onto the real-time 

US visualization by devices with integrated fusion software so that targeted biopsies could be 

performed. This combination of two different imaging modalities naturally generates the term 

“External Fusion”. Meanwhile, ANNA/C-TRUS detects non-visual lesions simply by 

analyzing US images with pathology-based AI algorithm and locate the targets by correlating 

to intraprostatic landmarks (Internal Landmarks), so that this single-imaging-modality-based 

technique was termed as “Internal Fusion”. 

 

Though mpMRI could objectively provide more image information than conventional 

grey-scale US due to the additional functional sequences, there are still several issues worthy 
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of further consideration in the External Fusion technique. Firstly, the interpretation of MRI is 

inevitably a subjective procedure carried out by human eyes and brains. Though the Prostate 

Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) was published to standardize the evaluation 

and reporting of prostate MRI [48], discordance of interpretation results and PI-RADS score 

assignment still exists even between experts [49–51] and a considerable number of clinically 

significant lesions could be missed [52, 53]. The followed sophisticated step of MRI/US 

fusion would be meaningless if the capability and reliability of lesion detection in the very 

first step were questioned. Secondly, the accuracy of targets registration and fusion between 

two different imaging modalities is challenged. Reports showed discordance between MRI 

and TRUS measured prostate volume and prostate displacements may occur during the period 

between the pre-conducted MRI examination and the final fusion biopsy procedure [51, 54]. 

Other factors including patient orientation, filling of bladder or rectum, pressure of TRUS 

probe or endorectal coil, and even the biopsies themselves, may cause local shape 

deformations of the prostate, which need to be corrected by additional fusion algorithm in real 

time [33]. To exclude the effect of movements, general anesthesia is commonly accepted in 

External Fusion biopsy, which demands longer procedure durations, cardiopulmonary risk to 

the patients and additional cost compared to TRUS biopsy [55, 56]. Besides, cognitive 

operation is still inevitable when defining the outline of the prostate and selecting the actual 

needle positions, hence current literatures of comparison between cognitive, direct in-bore or 

MRI/US fusion guidance do not show a clear superiority of one technique over the others, 

questioning the value of External Fusion [15, 57, 58]. 

 

To overcome these limitations, machine learning tools are explored. Internal Fusion offers an 

alternative of objective image interpretation and targets localization. By following the SOP of 

AI-US-CT in the routine clinical practice, we observed a PCa detection rate of 52% with only 

5.2 biopsy cores in average, and this rate is even higher (70%) in patients with initial biopsies. 

Similar results are supported by an undergoing randomized controlled trial (RCT) that 

ANNA/C-TRUS guided biopsy performed better in PCa detection rate with less biopsy cores 

than mpMRI assisted biopsy [59]. Correlation to Internal Landmarks ensures re-location and 

continuous assessment of system archived biopsy sites with pathological grades over time in 
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high accuracy (94%), depending on local pathological anatomy and operator’s experience. 

Data from a 12-year follow-up in our institution showed that under ANNA/C-TRUS based 

monitoring, 50–75% of the usually performed biopsy cores could be spared and 97% of the 

patients were either without evidence of a PCa or were diagnosed in time to be sufficiently 

treated [23]. These promising results indicate that Trend Monitoring implemented with 

Internal Fusion technique could possibly offer a new opportunity not only in continuous 

observation of prostatic natural change or disease progression by imaging as a complement to 

longitudinal PSA, but also to perform per-lesion-based active surveillance or focal therapy. 

Being cost-effective and user-friendly, this US-based approach saves the additional equipment 

and software installation, the complex procedures which need to be fulfilled in separate 

sessions, and the patients’ discomfort associated with magnet bore and coil noise in External 

Fusion process [60]. 

 

4.4. Study limitations and future developments 

 

Firstly, this study included patients who had underwent surgical treatments for BPH including 

TURP or PAE and patients diagnosed with PCa accepting radiotherapy or hormonal therapy. 

These treatments could change the anatomical structure and US appearance of the remaining 

tissues of the prostate as well as the Internal Landmarks. This could possibly explain the 

difference of imaging correlation rate between in vitro and in vivo (100% vs. 94%) and 

different subgroups in vivo. Larger number of patients in this subgroup need to be analyzed in 

future to find out the possible influence factors of correlation rate. 

 

Additionally, most patients included in current study had an age beyond 50. The imaging 

locating method in younger group who only intended for prostate health inspection, i.e. with 

few calcifications and cysts (not found in current study yet), need to be further considered. 

 

Finally, the current study is only an observational study carried out in single cohort by single 

medical center. Multicenter RCTs could be proposed in future to verify the possible positive 
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meanings and values of Internal Landmarks in assisting active surveillance and focal therapy 

for PCa. 
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5. Conclusion 

 

Introduction & objectives 

Nowadays innovative imaging modalities are applied for diagnosing and follow-up of prostate 

cancer (PCa). In order to monitor tissue changes (Trend Monitoring) and perform authentic 

targeted biopsy, it is essential to reliably identify the same region of interest (ROI) or 

cross-sections of the prostate and hit targets in their true anatomical locations over time. 

Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) identifiable morphologic structures including prostatic 

calcifications, cysts, asymmetries or anatomical fix-points (e.g. seminal colliculus) are 

utilized as natural anchor points (Internal Landmarks) to facilitate exact imaging correlation, 

and this technique is termed as “Internal Fusion”. This observational study analyses the 

feasibility and accuracy of Internal Landmarks in assistance for Trend Monitoring and 

targeted biopsy by artificial neural network analysis/computerized TRUS (ANNA/C-TRUS). 

 

Materials & methods 

From January 2017 to May 2018, patients with at least one prior series of 5-mm spaced TRUS 

images analyzed by artificial intelligence algorithm and stored as computed tomographic 

online data set (AI-US-CT) were included. Two experienced operators collected new TRUS 

images in one-to-one correlation with each prostate cross-section of the previous 

examinations based on Internal Landmarks and targeted biopsies were taken if with indication. 

Informed consent was obtained from all individuals observed in the study. 

 

Results 

The total 164 patients had an age ranged 46–89 years (median: 73); the prostate-specific 

antigen (PSA) value ranged 0.02–48.96 ng/ml (median: 3.75); the prostate volumes ranged 

7.72–272 ml (median: 41); the interval between first and latest AI-US-CT session ranged 1–

113 (median: 50). 8 patients (5%) had been diagnosed with PCa before this study; 69 men 

(42%) came for mere prevention or early detection; 87 men (53%) were suspicious of PCa 

and a third of them (29 men) chose ANNA/C-TRUS guided biopsy, and PCa were detected in 
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15/29 patients (52%) with average 5.2 cores. In initial and repeat biopsy, PCa detection rate 

reached 70% and 42%, respectively. Overall, 1846 Internal Landmarks were utilized as 

anchor points during the process of Trend Monitoring, including prostatic calcifications (1128, 

62%), cysts (524, 28%), seminal colliculus (133, 7%) and others (61, 3%). Basing on 

re-locating of these Internal Landmarks, accurate imaging correlations were attained in 1021 

out of 1090 TRUS slices (94%), after years, despite volume changes, even generated on 

different instruments by different operators. The longest Trend Monitoring with exact image 

correlation in this study had so far reached 9 years and 5 months. 

 

Summary 

Internal Landmarks are of vital importance to exact image correlation in long-term monitoring 

of the prostate. Trend Monitoring by ANNA/C-TRUS could possibly offer a new opportunity 

not only in continuous observation of prostatic natural change or disease progression by 

imaging as a complement to longitudinal PSA, but also to perform per-lesion-based active 

surveillance or focal therapy. In case of PCa suspicion, Internal Fusion helps targeted biopsies 

in high accuracy with less biopsy cores. 
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